Abstract-The paper presents a study of machine learning approaches to detect and classify seeds of a grain crop in order to enhance agricultural seed purification line. The main features of seeds that are hard to recognize during a separation with mechanical methods are resolved with the help of machine learning approach. The main machine learning methods used in research was traditional machine learning and deep learning based on neural networks. A special training image database was retrieved in order to check if the stated approaches are reasonable to use and develop. A set of tests is provided to show the effectiveness of the machine learning applied to solve the stated problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
The present agricultural production cycle covers most of society needs, but growing consumption rate stimulates further development of all agricultural processes. The purification of seed material becomes a significant part in this development and needs to be improved. The traditional mechanical sorting approaches to purify the seed material are cheap and widely spread but cannot provide enough precision and make the output pure enough. This problem can be solved with the help of the power of computing facilities. In order to enhance the efficiency of sorting stage different computer methods are combined together and usually applied in final iterations of the purification process.
Today object detection and classification methods are performed with the help of computer vision (CV). These methods can be successfully applied to solve the most problems of object detection, tracking and classifying. The CV technologies usually increase the efficiency of systems, reduce time of processing and automate routine work [14] . The processing optimization with CV is promising from different points of view [3, 6, 11] . Nevertheless, seed classification and seed sorting approaches are not well developed the studies are not held profoundly. This paper presents an investigation and research of an image processing approach that can provide efficient seed classification precision and recognition speed for the grain crops purification and sorting stages.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Five kinds of grain crop seeds were used as a testing material in image caption and further processing. These five kinds were chosen as massively used and sold on Russian market and these seeds are valuable for agriculture sphere. There are: wheat, rapeseed, phacelia, flax, white mustard seeds. Each kind represents a group of objects to classify. According to several free public image training datasets ( Thus, real seeds were used to fill a training image dataset. The experimental dataset was filled with captured images of these five seed kinds. Each kind contains about a hundred of images, thus the whole set is about five hundred images in total. The Fig. 1 show photos of real seeds that were used to fill a small training dataset. The equipment used were a cheap Canon digital camera and stripes of white LED light along with a small amount of seeds. This equipment provided a minimum cost experimental data for estimation purposes to prove the further research necessity. A small dataset allows to estimate the efficiency of different methods and provide some basic experimental results without huge investments. This approach is risks preventive and was chosen because the necessary equipment is expensive and the processing can result with low accuracy.
In order to conduct research of an object recognition and classification for the stated problem the computer vision technologies and rapidly developed method, such as machine learning, were used [2, 9] . These methods are available in the Matlab toolboxes (the versions used are R2016b and R2017a). The first is traditional machine learning which is based on common feature extraction techniques include Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG), Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF), Local Binary Patterns (LBP), Haar wavelets, and color histograms [8, 9] . The second method is based on deep learning with convolutional neural networks (CNN). Both methods resulted in a classifier to detect the kind of seed in the image and were tested to compare precision [5, 11] .
III. CLASSIFICATORS COMPARISON
Reasoning from theoretical premises, object classification in images can be done by using different approaches, but the most appropriate for the stated problem is a computer vision. The CV is a relatively new technology and the existing studies are not fully cover the technology's potential. Nevertheless, it has already proven itself as a working solution for real problems.
The stated problem requires to develop a classifier based on CV using some of the available approaches and compare them to find the best one. The first step was to extract the most significant parameters and choose what methods to use.
As it is seen from Fig. 1 , seeds have different visual features: shape, color, surface, glance. These parameters are hardly recognizable with traditional mechanical methods and separation is made basically for size and weight. Applying a camera with fast computer vision processing with predefined classifier can cover the limitations of mechanical sorting and will provide the better sorting accuracy [6, 7] .
A. Traditional machine learning
According to the stated problem, one of the most significant requirements is a processing speed. Regarding to the task, seeds will fall down in front of the camera and a chosen method should provide fast image capture and object classification to send a signal to remove a bad seed. Thus the problem is to find out what kind of grain crop is detected to separate it from the main seed flow. The next parameter is precision. Precision is needed to provide a high level classification to minimize grain crop recognition error and reduce the number of separating iterations to reach the desirably clean product.
The stated problem with specified requirements can be solved by using a traditional machine learning approach [2] . The method is based on image feature extraction, descriptors retrieval, clustering and completing of visual words vocabulary (Fig. 2) . This approach can be applied because it doesn't require a huge number of training images to prepare a classifier. Applying this classifier, the result is provided with a set of values that shows how close is the object to each class (Fig. 3) . The most value indicates the closest predictable class of the object. The speed of classifying is high enough to use it in a real-time system. 
B. Deep learning
Meanwhile the traditional machine learning approach is not the only possibility to classify seeds images and improve separation process. The latest research in this field based on deep neural networks have achieved great success in terms of processing accuracy and computational performance for images [13] . The approach based on convolutional neural networks (CNN) becomes widely spread due to its efficiency [12] .
The main idea of the method is to automatically extract features directly from image data into convoluted inner layers of network, subsample feature set and continue this processes until it is possible to form the output classified values (Fig. 4) . The advantage of deep learning is that pixels of the image are allowed as input neurons of the first layer without special preprocessing. The last layer will have as much neurons as a number of target classes. Thus it is perfect to classify an input image according to the stated problem. The most noticeable difference between traditional and deep learning is that deep learning provides more accuracy but at the same time needs to be trained on much bigger and variable image dataset. In comparison the deep learning approach is evaluated by MATLAB up to 95% classification accuracy when traditional learning is only about 75% [8, 10] .
A deep learning training supposed to base on thousands of images for each class. The training process of deep learning is performance and memory consuming [1, 10] . This problem is partly solved by using video cards for parallel computations, but still the bottle neck for deep learning is memory: the single video card can provide only up to 12 GB on top models. Nevertheless, this approach theoretically meant to be more efficient and will provide best results for the stated task.
IV. RESULTS
The experiments with seed classifier trainings were conducted using MATLAB with the Computer Vision toolbox and the Neural Network toolbox along with the prepared database of seed images. There were two stages in testing.
A. Experiments part 1
The first test stage was about traditional machine learning. The Computer Vision toolbox was used to train a classifier. The default MATLAB parameters for this method were adjusted to reach better results according to previous research [15] . The vocabulary size of 5000 words was chosen for the test. Now the experiment contained the following steps:
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 Load prepared seed images dataset.
 Randomly divide the dataset into training and test parts with 0.9/0.1 ratio.
 Extract a bag of features.
 Train image category classifier on the training part of the dataset.
 Evaluate the accuracy on the test part of the dataset.
The average classification accuracy according to 10 individual test iterations for traditional machine learning was 95.49%. The result is good and even higher than theoretical average value and also it shows that this classifier can be used to process small seed images.
B. Experiments part 2
The second test stage was about deep learning. The Neural Network toolbox was used to train a classifier with deep learning. Deep learning in MATLAB is recommended to use with the help of a CUDA-capable NVIDIA™ GPU with compute capability 3.0 or higher. The GeForce GTX 1070 was used to process images and train the classifier. The procedure of this experiment contained very similar steps as the first one:
 Randomly divide image set into training and test parts with 0.9/0.1 ratio.
 Train a classifier with a CNN.
The experiment has the same approach with 10 individual test iterations. The average classification accuracy for deep learning was 98,76% where individual test reached even 100% accuracy. This result is very good, but it only shows that this method is appropriate to use with this kind of objects in images.
V. CONCLUSION
To sum up the studies of grain crop's seed classification with computer vision it is possible to conclude that the computer vision technologies are appropriate for improving the process of seed classification in order to provide better grain crop purification processing. The machine learning approach is recommended as flexible and precise way to solve the stated problem and enhance an existing mechanical seed sorting.
The experiments showed accurate classification of different seed categories and approved that computer vision can be used to classify seed color, shape, surface and glance -features that were previously hard to separate using only mechanical methods.
According to the experiments results the traditional machine learning can be used to train a classifier even with a small amount of training data but in comparison with deep learning it has less accuracy. Also traditional machine learning is not that flexible and expendable to add new categories as it can be done with CNNs. Other categories of grain crop seeds such as rice, oat and corn will be added to extend the variety of training images, so deep learning has an advantage in this area.
The deep learning approach is expected to have the best results if it will be used with vastly more images to train. It is possible to achieve by making a prototype of a sorting machine with a high speed camera. This will allow to capture as much images in real conditions as needed to train a good classifying CNN. Thus the next research will be focused on making this prototype and retrieving an appropriate image database to create a classifier.
